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CONJUNCTIONS

1. Fill in the blanks with suitable conjunctions given below.

a. I went to shop __and____ bought some vegetables.
b. Which one do you want to eat chips _or___ biscuits?
c. Jim bought a sandwich ___because___ he was hungry.
d. I like to eat lots of food ___but__________ I don’t like eggs.
e. Mummy was angry _because__ I yelled at my sister.
f. Billy _and___ Betty went to the supermarket to buy milk.
g. She can paint well ___but________ she can’t cook.
h. Tom fell over ___and________ started to cry.
i. I can’t choose between mangoes __and___ strawberries. 
j. You can buy food from the canteen ___or_______ pack it at home.

2. Choose suitable conjunctions from the brackets and fill in the blanks.
a. I will study every day ___so_______ I can pass the test. (so/or)
b. She went to the store ___and________ bought a pair of new shoes (and/ because)
c. He went to the hospital ___because________ he hurt his leg. (so/because)
d. I will be quiet, _so__ you can finish your homework. (so /but)
e. Mark has a pet rabbit ____and______ a squirrel. (so/and)

3. Join the two sentences using the word given in the brackets.
a. Nathan likes to eat chocolate. Nathan likes to eat ice cream. (and)

Ans. Nathan likes to eat chocolate and ice cream.

b. We could play chess. We could play cards. (or)

Ans. We could play chess or cards.

AND BECAUSE BUT OR 



c. I was tired. I went home early. (so)

Ans. I was tired, so I went home early.

d. The gift is nice. I don’t like it. (but)

Ans. The gift is nice, but I don’t like it.

e. Simon can’t go to the party. Simon is not well. (because)

Ans. Simon can’t go to the party because she is not well.
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